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Abstract
We prove that if T is a tournament on n>7 vertices and x; y are distinct vertices of T with
the property that T remains 2-connected if we delete the arc between x and y, then there exist
disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy such that x2V (Cx) and y2V (Cy). This is best possible in terms of the
connectivity assumption. Using this result, we prove that under the same connectivity assumption
and if n>8, then T also contains complementary cycles C0x; C
0
y (i.e. V (C
0
x)[ V (C0y ) = V (T ) and
V (C0x) \ V (C0y ) = ;) such that x2V (C0x) and y2V (C0y ) for every choice of distinct vertices
x; y2V (T ). Again this is best possible in terms of the connectivity assumption. It is a trivial
consequence of our result that one can decide in polynomial time whether a given tournament
T with special vertices x; y contains disjoint cycles Cx; Cy such that x2V (Cx) and y2V (Cy).
This problem is NP-complete for general digraphs and furthermore there is no degree of strong
connectivity which suces to guarantee such cycles in a general digraph. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Thomassen posed the following problem (see [7]).
Problem 1.1. Is it true that for all natural numbers r; s there exists a smallest
natural number f(r; s) such that all but a nite number of tournaments which
are f(r; s)-connected can be partitioned into an r-connected tournament and an
s-connected tournament?
So far this problem has only been solved in a few cases. It follows from the fact
that every strongly connected tournament has a 3-cycle that f(1; k)6k + 3 for all
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natural numbers k. The case r= s=1 was solved by Reid [7], who proved that except
for one tournament on 7 vertices, every 2-connected tournament on n vertices can be
partitioned into two strong tournaments, one on 3 vertices and the other on n − 3
vertices. Since it is easy to give innite families of non-2-connected tournaments that
cannot be partitioned into two strong tournaments, it follows that f(1; 1) = 2. Later
Reid's result was generalized by Song [8] who proved that with the same exception,
every 2-connected tournament contains complementary cycles of all lengths k; n − k
for k = 3; : : : ; n− 3. Similar results have been obtained for bipartite tournaments (ori-
entations of complete bipartite graphs) which are regular (every vertex has in-degree
and out-degree k for some k) [11,12]. Here it was shown, among other things, that
except for one bipartite tournament on 8 vertices, every regular bipartite tournament B
on n vertices has the property that if we x distinct vertices x and y in B, then B has
a cycle Cx of length 4 containing x and a cycle Cy of length n− 4 which is disjoint
from Cx and contains y.
In this paper we consider the rst case of the following extension of Problem 1:1.
Conjecture 1.2. For all natural numbers r; s there exists a natural number g(r; s) such
that the following is true with no more than nitely many exceptions for each choice
of r; s: for every tournament T which is g(r; s)-connected and every choice of distinct
vertices x; y2V (T ), there exist vertex disjoint subtournaments Tx; Ty of T such that
V (T ) =V (Tx)[V (Ty); Tx is r-connected, Ty is s-connected and x2V (Tx); y2V (Ty).
Note that it is easy to decide in polynomial time whether a tournament T contains
two disjoint cycles Cx and Cy such that x2V (Cx) and y2V (Cy). This follows from the
fact that every strongly connected tournament is vertex pancyclic (see Theorem 2.1).
Hence, Cx and Cy exist if and only if T contains disjoint 3-cycles, one containing x
and the other y. For general digraphs the problem is equivalent to the so-called 2-path
problem which asks if a given digraph with specied vertices x; y; u; v has a pair of
vertex disjoint paths P; P0 such that P starts in x and ends in y and P0 starts in u and
ends in v. To see this, let D be a digraph with special vertices x; y; u; v and make a new
digraph D0 by replacing x; y with a new vertex w whose out-neighbours (in-neighbours)
are those vertices in D that are out-neighbours of x (respectively, in-neighbours of y)
and similarly replace u; v with a new vertex z in an analogous way. Furthermore D0
has a loop at w if x ! y and a loop at z if u ! v and we regard a loop as a cycle.
Then D has disjoint (x; y)−; (u; v)-paths if and only if D0 has disjoint cycles Cw; Cz.
Conversely, if D has special vertices x; y, then make a new digraph D00 by adding a
copy x0 of x (that is the in- and out-neighbours of x0 are the same as those of x and
if x has a loop in D, then D0 contains the 2-cycle x ! x0 ! x). Similarly we add a
copy y0 of y. Now D00 has disjoint (x; x0)−; (y; y0)-paths if and only if D has disjoint
cycles Cx; Cy. It is well known that the 2-path problem is NP-complete [5] and hence,
by our arguments above, it is NP-complete to decide if a given digraph has disjoint
cycles Cx; Cy when x and y are specied in advance. Thomassen [10] gave an example
to show that there is no degree of strong connectivity that suces to guarantee that
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a digraph D with specied vertices x; y; u; v has disjoint (x; y)−; (u; v)-paths. It is not
dicult to see that this implies a similar result for disjoint cycles through specied
vertices, since the connectivity of D0 above is at most 4 smaller than that of D.
For tournaments it is trivial that 4-connectivity suces to guarantee disjoint cycles
Cx; Cy, since every vertex of a strong tournament is on a 3-cycle. In Section 3 we
improve this to 3-connected which is best possible and give a sucient condition for
a 2-connected tournament to contain disjoint cycles Cx; Cy. This condition implies that
except for some exceptions on 6 vertices, it suces to require that we can remove the
arc between x and y without destroying 2-connectivity. Using the result from Section 3
we show in Section 4 that except for some exceptions on 6 and 7 vertices, every
tournament T with special vertices x; y such that T minus the arc between x and
y is 2-connected has a pair of complementary cycles Cx; Cy such that x2Cx; y2Cy.
We also show that the condition on the arc between x and y cannot be removed
by giving an innite family of tournaments without such cycles. These tournaments
are 2-connected but removing the arc between x and y this no longer holds. This
implies that g(1; 1) = 3. It seems hopeless to try to characterize those strong (but
not 2-connected) tournaments which have complementary cycles Cx; Cy, since already
characterizing those that have any pair of complementary cycles is very tedious when
the tournament is not 2-connected. Hence from a connectivity point of view, our result
is the best we can hope for (note that the arc between x and y cannot be used in any
pair of disjoint cycles Cx; Cy containing x and y, respectively). The 2-path problem for
tournaments was considered in [1{3,9].
2. Terminology and notation
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the standard terminology on graphs
and digraphs and refer the reader to [4].
By a cycle and a path we mean a directed simple cycle and path, respectively.
Let D be a digraph. V (D) (A(D)) denotes the vertex (arc) set of D. Two cycles Q
and R (or paths) are disjoint if V (Q) \ V (R) = ;. Two disjoint cycles Q and R are
complementary if V (D) = V (Q) [ V (R). A digraph D is strong if there exists a path
from x to y and a path from y to x for every choice of distinct vertices x; y of D. If D
is strong, but D− x is not strong for some x2V (D), then x is separating. A digraph
D is k-connected (k > 0) if jV (D)j>k + 1 and D − X is strong for any subset X of
the vertices of D with jX j<k.
The subpath of a cycle C from a vertex v to a vertex w will be denoted by C[v; w]. If
C is a cycle and u is a vertex on C, then u− (u+) denotes the predecessor (successor)
of u on C.
Let x; y be distinct vertices in D. If there is an arc from x to y then we say
that x dominates y and write x!y and call y (respectively, x) an out-neighbour
(respectively, an in-neighbour) of x (respectively, y). We let N+(x); N−(x) denote
the set of out-neighbours, respectively the set of in-neighbours of x in D. Similarly,
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Fig. 1. The exceptional tournaments. The edges with no orientation specied can be oriented arbitrarily. It
is easily checked that none of the tournaments have disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy .
dene N (x) to be N (x) = N+(x) [ N−(x) and extend that to subsets of V (D) by
N (X ) = (
⋃
fx2 Xg N (x)) n X .
For disjoint sets X and Y of vertices in D, we say that X strongly dominates Y ,
and use the notation X)Y , if there is no arc from Y to X . Sometimes we will also
use the notation X ; Y to indicate that there is an arc from Y to X .
A digraph H is semicomplete if every pair of distinct vertices of H are adjacent. A
tournament is a semicomplete digraph without cycles of length two.
Theorem 2.1 (Moon [6]). Every vertex x in a strongly connected tournament on n
vertices is contained in cycles of all lengths 3; 4; : : : ; n.
3. Disjoint cycles containing specied vertices
Note that no matter which orientation the arc between x and y has, it can never be
on any cycle Cx or Cy when Cx; Cy are disjoint cycles containing x and y, respectively.
In this section we show that for tournaments on at least seven vertices, 2-connectivity is
sucient to guarantee disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy if we also require that the arc between x
and y can be removed without destroying 2-connectivity. Our result implies that every
3-connected tournament has disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy for every choice of vertices x; y.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a tournament with distinct vertices x and y. If T remains
2-connected when we remove the arc between x and y; then T contains disjoint
3-cycles Cx; Cy such that x2V (Cx) and y2V (Cy) unless T is isomorphic to one
of the tournaments on 6 vertices in Fig. 1.
Proof. Let T  denote the digraph one obtains from T by deleting the arc between x
and y. By the assumption of the theorem, T  is 2-connected.
By Theorem 2.1, T−y contains a 3-cycle C = x ! u ! v ! x. By the same
theorem, we may assume that T 0= T −fx; u; vg is not strong and that y is in a strong
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component of size one. Let A (B) denote the set of vertices of T 0 which dominate
(is dominated by) y. There are four possible arrangements of the arcs between y and
fu; vg, but it is not dicult to see that the case where u!y; v!y can be turned into
case 2 below, just by reversing all arcs of T and interchanging the names of u and v.
Hence the three cases below cover all remaining cases.
Case 1: y!u and v!y. In this case neither A, nor B is empty, since y has at least
2 in-neighbours and at least 2 out-neighbours in T .
If x dominates a vertex a2A and is dominated by a vertex b2B, then x ! a !
b! x and y ! u! v! y are the desired cycles. Suppose A) x. Then each of u; v
have arcs to A, since y has two disjoint paths to A. Since y has two disjoint paths to
v, we also have that there exists b2B such that b ! v. Now let a2A be dominated
by u and observe that x ! u ! a ! x and y ! b ! v ! y are the desired cycles.
The proof is analogous in the case when x ) B.
Case 2: y!u and y!v. In this case jAj>2 because y has at least two in-neighbours
in T.
If A ) u, then v!a for some a2A and T hB [ fu; xgi must contain a (u; x)-path
and thus T −fy; v; ag contains a 3-cycle through x, by Theorem 2.1. Hence we can
assume that u has an arc to A and by a similar argument we can assume that x has an
arc to A (considering an (x; v)-path avoiding u).
Suppose rst that B 6= ;. If x ) B, then b ! v, for some b2B and then we have
cycles of the form y ! u! a! y and x ! b! v! x, where a is an out-neighbour
of u in A. Hence we can assume that b0 ! x for some b0 2B. If there exist distinct
a; a0 2A such that u ! a; x ! a0, then y ! u ! a ! y and x ! a0 ! b0 ! x are
the desired cycles. Otherwise, it follows from the 2-connectivity of T  that there exist
distinct a; a 2A such that x ! a; v! a. Now x ! a! b0 ! x and y ! v! a ! y
are the desired cycles.
Suppose now that B=;. Then each of x; u; v have an out-neighbour in A. If there exist
distinct a; a0 2A such that x!a; u!a0, then either T −fy; u; a0g has a cycle containing
x (in which case we are done by Theorem 2.1), or we can transform this case to Case
1 or Case 2 by replacing y by x and v by a0 and observe that the corresponding sets
A0; B0 are both non-empty. Hence, we may assume that there exists an a2A such that
x; u! a and (A− a)) fu; xg. Thus there exists an a 2A− a such that v! a. If a
has an out-neighbour a00 6= a in A, then x ! a ! a00 ! x and y ! v ! a ! y are
the desired cycles. Now the fact that T  is 2-connected implies that A = fa; ag and
jT j= 6. It is easy to see that T is isomorphic to one of the tournaments in Fig. 1(a)
and that T does not have disjoint 3-cycles one containing x and the other y.
Case 3: y ! v and u! y. As in Case 1 we see that jAj; jBj>1. Suppose rst that
A ) x. Then it follows from the connectivity assumption that u ! a for some a2A.
Thus x ! u ! a ! x is a 3-cycle and if we consider that cycle instead of C and
reverse all arcs in T we are in Case 2. By a similar argument, we can also reduce the
case when x ) B to Case 2.
Suppose now that x!a for some a2A and b!x for some b2B. Then it is easy
to see that the desired cycles exist unless (A− a)) v and u) (B− b). If v!a then
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we can assume that b!u holds and oppositely. So either v!a; b!u or a!v; u!b
holds. In the last case T − x is not strongly connected (y has no path to u), so we
can assume that v!a and b!u. If A− a 6= ;, then we must have (A− a)) x, since
otherwise there are disjoint 3-cycles of the form x!a0!v!x, y!b!u!y. Thus u
must have an out-neighbour a00 2A− a (by the connectivity assumption) and now we
are in Case 2 with respect to the cycle x!u!a0!x if we also reverse all arcs of T .
So we can assume A= fag. Similarly, if B− b 6= ;, then we can nd another 3-cycle
containing x with respect to which we are in Case 2. In the remaining case we get
one of the four tournaments in Fig. 1(b). It is not dicult to check that none of
these tournaments have disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
An obvious necessary condition for a tournament T to have disjoint 3-cycles Cx; Cy
is that for every u2V (T )−fx; yg, either x or y is on a cycle in T −u. This condition
is not sucient and neither is the stronger condition that T − u has a cycle through x
and a cycle through y (not even if we require that jV (T )j is large). This can be seen
by studying the innite class of tournaments which can be obtained from any of the
tournaments in Fig. 1(a), by adding a new set of vertices B and let a; a; y; x and v
dominate all vertices of B and let the edges beween u and vertices in B be oriented
arbitrarily.
4. Complementary cycles containing prescribed vertices
In this section we prove that if T is a 2-connected tournament on at least nine
vertices with an arc x!y such that T −fx!yg is still 2-connected, then T contains a
pair of complementary cycles Cx; Cy such that x is on Cx and y is on Cy. We also show
by an example that the requirement that T − fx!yg is still 2-connected is essential
and cannot be removed without giving an innite family of counterexamples.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 4.1. Every strong tournament of order at least four; has at least two vertices
which are not separating.
Lemma 4.2. Let D be a strong tournament; and let S 0 denote the set of separating
vertices in D (i.e. u2 S 0 if and only if D− u is not strong). Let S  S 0 be arbitrary.
Assume that jSj>1 and let s 2 S be arbitrary. If s2 S then let Qs1 ; Q s2 ; : : : ; Q sls be the
strong components of D− s; such that Qsi ) Qsj if and only if i< j. Now one of the
following statements hold:
(a) There exists a vertex s2 S such that S \ Qs1 = ;; or
(b) There exists a vertex s2 S − s such that jS \ Qs1 j= jQs1 j= 1 and Qs2 ) s.
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Fig. 2. An innite class of 2-connected tournaments with no pair of complementary cycles Cx; Cy . S1; S2; S3; S4
denote arbitrary strong tournaments. Large arcs between sets of vertices indicate that all arcs go in the
direction indicated. There are only two arcs, w! z; y!x from B to A and all other arcs go from A to B.
Hence removing the arc y!x destroys 2-connectivity.
Proof. Let s2 S−s be chosen such that jS\Qs1 j is as small as possible. If jS\Qs1 j=0
we are done so assume that jS\Qs1 j>1 and let w2 S\Qs1 be chosen such that w 6= s if
possible. If jQs1 j>2 then note that Qw1 ) s (as D−w is not strong) and Qw1 Qs1 −w,
which implies that if w = s then jS \ Qw1 j = 0 and otherwise jS \ Qw1 j< jS \ Qs1 j,
contradicting the minimality of jS \Qs1 j. Therefore jQs1 j=1 which implies that Qs2 ) s
(as D − w is not strong) and we have proved that (b) holds.
Note that 2-connectivity and suciently many vertices is not sucient to ensure
that a tournament contains complementary cycles Cx; Cy such that x2Cx; y2Cy. This
can be seen from the innite class of tournaments depicted in Fig. 2. We leave the
details to the reader. We show below that for tournaments on at least nine vertices,
2-connectivity is almost sucient in the sense that if we also require that we can
remove the arc between x and y and still have a 2-connected digraph, then the desired
cycles do indeed exist.
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a tournament containing distinct vertices x; y. If T remains
2-connected after removal of the arc between x and y; then T contains vertex disjoint
cycles C0x; C
0
y such that x2V (C0x); y2V (C0y) and V (C0x) [ V (C0y) = V (T ); unless T is
one of the 8 tournaments on 7 vertices in Fig. 3; or T is one of the tournaments on
6 vertices in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. The exceptional tournaments on 7 vertices. Note that the orientation of the edge between x and y is
immaterial.
Proof. Let T 0 denote the digraph we obtain from T be removing the arc between x
and y. By Theorem 3.1, we may assume that jV (T )j>7 and there exist vertex disjoint
cycles, Cx and Cy, such that x2Cx and y2Cy. Assume that Cx and Cy are chosen such
that jV (Cx)[V (Cy)j is as large as possible. If V (Cx)[V (Cy)=V (T ) we are done, so
assume that this is not the case and let R= V (T )− (V (Cx)[ V (Cy)). If there is some
vertex r 2R with V (Cx); r and r ; V (Cx) then r can be inserted on the cycle Cx,
which is a contradiction. Using an analogous argument for Cy we obtain that for all
r 2R either r ) V (Cx) or V (Cx)) r and either r ) V (Cy) or V (Cy)) r. If there is
some r 2R with r ) V (Cx) [ V (Cy) then let P be a path from V (Cx) [ V (Cy) to r,
and note that we can insert this path into one of the cycles V (Cx) or V (Cy). Therefore
for all r 2R either V (Cx) ) r ) V (Cy) or V (Cy) ) r ) V (Cx). If there exists two
vertices fr1; r2gR such that V (Cx) ) r1 ) V (Cy) ) r2 ) V (Cx) then no matter
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which direction the arc between r1 and r2 has, we can increase the size of V (Cx) or
V (Cy) by two. Therefore without loss of generality we will assume that all vertices
r 2R have the property that V (Cx)) r ) V (Cy).
We rst prove the following three statements:
(i) If u2V (Cx) − x and u; V (Cy) then u is a separating vertex in T 0hCxi. If
v2V (Cy)− y and V (Cx); v then v is a separating vertex in T 0hCyi.
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists a u2V (Cx) − x such that
u; V (Cy) and u is not separating in T 0hCxi. Let C0x be a spanning cycle in T 0hV (Cx)−
ui. Let r 2R be arbitrary and note that the arc u!r can be inserted into the cycle Cy,
thus contradicting the maximality of jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j. This proves the rst part of (i)
and the second part can be proved analogously.
(ii) x; V (Cy) and either x is not separating in Cx or there exists a vertex z 2V (Cx)−
x such that z!x ) (V (Cx)− fz; xg)) z and z ; Cy.
Let S 0 denote the set of separating vertices in T 0hCxi. Let S = S 0 \ fs : s2V (Cx)&
s; V (Cy)g. If x2 S we let s=x and otherwise s is an arbitrary vertex of S. Since T 0
is 2-connected, it follows from (i) that the conditions of Lemma 4.2 are now satised
for T 0hCxi (using the set S dened here). Let s and Qs1 ; Q s2 ; : : : ; Q sls be dened as in
Lemma 4.2.
If part (a) of Lemma 4.2 is satised then if Qs1 ) V (Cy) we observe that s separates
T 0, a contradiction. Therefore, by (i), we must have x2Qs1 , x; V (Cy) and x is not
a separating vertex in T 0hCxi, which implies that (ii) holds. This completes the case
when (a) was satised.
If part (b) in Lemma 4.2 is satised then we recall that jQs1 j = 1 and Qs2 ) s. If
ls>3 then note that Qs1 is a separating vertex in T
0 (no vertex in Qs2 separates T
0hCxi,
so by (i) Qs2 ) V (Cy)). Thus ls = 2. If Qs1 ) V (Cy) then s is a separating vertex
in T 0, a contradiction, so Qs1 ; V (Cy). Suppose rst that Qs1 = fwg, where w 6= x.
Let u2V (Cy) be any vertex such that u!s and let r 2R be arbitrary. If jQs2 j = 1
then note that V (Cx) − fw; xg = fsg and w!x!s!w and w; Cy, so (ii) holds.
If jQs2 j>2 then let C0x be any spanning cycle in Qs2 and dene C0y = swrCy[u+; u]s.
Now C0x and C
0
y contradict the maximality of jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j. In the remaining case,
Qs1 = fxg. If x is not a separating vertex in T 0hCxi then (ii) holds as we have shown
that Qs1 ; V (Cy). If x is a separating vertex in T 0hCxi then we note that we must have
s!x ) V (Cx)− fs; xg ) s and s; Cy, so (ii) holds.
(iii) V (Cx); y and either y is not separating in Cy or there exists a vertex
w2V (Cy)− y such that y!w ) V (Cy)− fy; wg ) y and Cx ; w.
This is proved analogously to part (ii).
We now consider the following ve cases, which exhaust all possibilities. Note that
in the rst four cases we can assume w.l.o.g. that jV (Cy)j>4.
x is not separating in T 0hCxi and y is not separating in T 0hCyi: Let C00x be a
spanning cycle in T 0hV (Cx) − xi and let C00y be a spanning cycle in T 0hV (Cy) − yi.
We note that by Lemma 4.1 and (i) there is a vertex wy 2V (Cy)−y such that x!wy.
By (ii) and (iii) there are also vertices w0x 2V (Cx) − x and w0y 2V (Cy) − y such that
w0y!x and y!w0x. Let r 2R be arbitrary and note that x can be inserted in the cycle
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x ]ry is a cycle. These cycles contradict the maximality of
jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j.
x is separating in T 0hCxi and y is not separating in T 0hCyi: By (ii) there exists
a vertex z 2V (Cx) − x such that z!x ) V (Cx) − fz; xg ) z. We now consider the
following two cases:
Suppose rst that y!z. By (ii), there is a vertex wy 2V (Cy)−y such that wy!x and
by Lemma 4.1 and (i) there is a vertex w0y 2V (Cy)−y such that V (Cx)) w0y. Let Cy
be a spanning cycle in T 0hV (Cy)−yi and let r 2R be arbitrary. Now V (Cy )[V (Cx)−z
induces a strong tournament and y!z!r!z is a cycle, contradicting the maximality
of jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j.
If z!y then let C00y be a spanning cycle in T 0hV (Cy)−yi. By (ii) and (iii), (V (Cx)−
fx; zg); y and x; V (C00y ). Let p1p2 : : : pl be a spanning path in T 0hV (Cx)−fx; zgi,
with y!p1. Let r 2R be arbitrary and note that the arc xr can be inserted in C00y
and that yp1p2 : : : plzy is a cycle. These cycles contradict the maximality of jV (Cx)[
V (Cy)j.
x is not separating in T 0hCxi and y is separating in T 0hCyi: This is analogous to
the previous case.
x is separating in T 0hCxi; y is separating in T 0hCyi and either Cx or Cy is not a
3-cycle: Let z be dened as in (ii) and let w be dened as in (iii). By Lemma 4.1 and
(i) there exists a vertex v2V (Cy)− fy; wg such that V (Cx)) v. Let P = p1p2 : : : pl
be a spanning path in T 0hV (Cx)− xi and note that pl = z, let C0y be a spanning cycle
in T 0hV (Cy)− fy; wgi and let r 2R be arbitrary.
Assume that w!x. As V (Cx); y in T 0, there exists a vertex pi such that y!pi.






the maximality of jV (Cx)[V (Cy)j. Therefore x!w. This and the fact that x; V (Cy)
imply that there exists a vertex a2V (Cy)− fy; wg such that a!x.
Assume that V (Cx)−fx; zg; y. Let t 2V (Cx)−fx; zg be chosen such that y! t. Let
Q= q1q2 : : : ql be a spanning path in T 0hV (Cx)− xi starting at t and ending at z. Now
the two cycles C00x = xwC
0
y[a
+; a]x and C00y =yq1q2 : : : qlry contradict the maximality of
jV (Cx)[V (Cy)j. Therefore V (Cx)−fx; zg ) y. This implies that y!z, as V (Cx); y
by (iii).
Assume that w; V (Cx)−fx; zg. Let b2V (Cx)−fx; zg be dened such that b!w.
Let Q0 = q01q
0
2 : : : q
0
m be a spanning path in T
0hV (Cx) − fx; zgi ending at b. Now the









+; a]x and C00y = yzry contradict the maximality of
jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j. Therefore w ) V (Cx)− fx; zg.
Now we note that x can be inserted into the cycle C0y as x!v and a!x. Let the
resulting cycle be denoted by C00x . Let C
00





contradict the maximality of jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j.
Cx and Cy are both 3-cycles: Let Cx= x1x2x3x1 with x= x1 and Cy=y1y2y3y1 with
y = y1. Since T 0 is 2-connected, every vertex on Cx has at least one in-neighbour in
Cy and every vertex on Cy has at least one out-neighbour in Cx.
Suppose that jRj>2 and r1; r2 are two vertices in R. If y3!x1, then y2y3x1r1y2
is a 4-cycle and r2y1 with an out-neighbour of y1 in fx2; x3g form a 3-cycle. Hence,
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x1!y3. Similarly, we can show that x2!y1. It follows from the connectivity of T 0
that y2!x1 and y1!x3. But now, y2x1x2r1y2 is a 4-cycle and y1x3r2y1 is a 3-cycle,
contradicting the maximality of jV (Cx) [ V (Cy)j.
Therefore, jRj=1. This means that T 0 has exactly 7 vertices. Now, it is tedious,
but not dicult to check that T is isomorphic to one of the tournaments T1; T2; T3; T4
in Fig. 3 and x; y are the vertices as indicated in the gure. Note that we have not
specied the orientation of the edge between x and y, since it has no eect on the
conclusion.
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